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The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Atalaya Mining Plc (the “Company”). While the information contained herein has been prepared in good
faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or
implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be
made available to any interested party or its advisers and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed.

Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect,
express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of such information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors,
omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.

Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction, where applicable. In
no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation,
the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in,
or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent.

This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this
Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any
contract or commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations
and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment,
analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.

Forward Looking Statements

This Presentation contains “forward looking information” which may include, but is not limited to, statements with respect to the future financial or operating performance of the Company,
its subsidiaries and its projects, the future price of metals, the estimation of ore reserves and resources, the conversion of estimated resources into reserves, the realisation of ore reserve
estimates, the timing and amount of estimated future production, costs of production, capital, operating and exploration expenditures, costs and timing of the development of new deposits,
costs and timing of future exploration, requirements for additional capital, government regulation of mining operations, environmental risks, reclamation expenses, title disputes or claims,
limitations of insurance coverage and the timing and possible outcome of pending litigation and regulatory matters.

Forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company and/or its
subsidiaries to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward looking statements.

Such factors include, among others, general business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties; the actual results of current exploration activities; actual results of reclamation
activities; conclusions of economic evaluations; changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined; future prices of metals; the future costs of capital to the Company; possible
variations of ore grade or recovery rates; failure of plant, equipment or processes to operate as anticipated; accidents, labour disputes and other risks of the mining industry; political
instability, terrorist attacks, insurrection or war; delays in obtaining future governmental approvals or financing or in the completion of development or construction activities, as well as those
factors discussed in the section entitled “Risk Factors” in the Company’s annual information form.

Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward looking statements,
there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward looking statements contained herein are made as of the date
of this Presentation and the Company disclaims any obligation to update any forward looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.

There can be no assurance that forward looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward looking statements.

Market and Industry Data

This Presentation also contains or references certain market, industry and peer group data which is based upon information from independent industry publications, market research,
analyst reports and surveys and other publicly available sources. Although the Company believes these sources to be generally reliable, such information is subject to interpretation and
cannot be verified with complete certainty due to limits on the availability and reliability of raw data, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other inherent limitations and
uncertainties. The Company has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this presentation and accordingly, the accuracy and completeness of such
data is not guaranteed.

Use of Non-IFRS Financial Measures

This Presentation refers to certain non-IFRS measures such as EBITDA, operating cash flows before working capital changes, cash costs, total cash costs, all-in sustaining costs and net debt.
However, these performance measures are not measures calculated in accordance with IFRS, do not have any standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and therefore may not be
comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. These non-IFRS measures are furnished to provide additional information only, have limitations as analytical tools and should not
be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.
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Technical Disclosure – Proyecto Riotinto

Unless otherwise noted, all scientific and technical information relating to Proyecto Riotinto is based on and derived from a technical report entitled “Technical Report On the Riotinto Copper
Project” dated September 2022, prepared by Alan C. Noble, P.E. of Ore Reserves Engineering, in association with Monica Barrero Bouza, EurGeol, and Jay T Pickarts, P.E., Tetra Tech (the
“Riotinto Technical Report”), each of whom are “Qualified Persons” as defined in the Canadian National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Project (“NI 43-101”). The
information contained herein is subject to all of the assumptions, qualifications and procedures set out in the Riotinto Technical Report and reference should be made to the full details of the
Riotinto Technical Report which is filed under the Company's corporate profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on its website.

Technical Disclosure – Riotinto PEA

Unless otherwise noted, the PEA for Riotinto was prepared by Tetra Tech in accordance with CIM guidelines and with Canadian regulatory requirements set out in National Instrument 43-101
Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects ("NI 43-101"). The report was prepared by Tetra Tech Qualified Persons Dr. Guillermo Dante Ramírez-Rodríguez, PhD, MMSAQP, Jaye Pickarts,
MMSA QP, and Ms. Kira Lyn Johnson, MMSAQP, who are Qualified Persons as defined under NI 43-101 and the AIM Rules, and are independent of the Company.

Technical Disclosure – Proyecto Touro

Unless otherwise noted, all scientific and technical information relating to Proyecto Touro is based on and derived from a technical report entitled “Technical Report On the Mineral Resources
and Reserves of the Touro Copper Project” dated April 2018, prepared by Alan C. Noble, P.E. of Ore Reserves Engineering, in association with William Rose, P.E., WLR Consulting, Inc. and Jay T
Pickarts, P.E. (the “Touro Technical Report”), each of whom are “Qualified Persons” as defined in the Canadian National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Project (“NI 43-
101”). The information contained herein is subject to all of the assumptions, qualifications and procedures set out in the Touro Technical Report and reference should be made to the full
details of the Touro Technical Report which is filed under the Company's corporate profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on its website.

Technical Disclosure – Proyecto Masa Valverde

Unless otherwise noted, all scientific and technical information relating to Proyecto Masa Valverde is based on and derived from a technical report entitled “Mineral Resource Evaluation of
Proyecto Masa Valverde, Huelva Province, Spain” dated 31 March 2022, prepared by CSA Global and John Barry, M.Sc., M.B.A, P.Geo, FSEG and Galen White, B.Sc. (Hons), FAusIMM (the “PMV
Technical Report”), each of whom are “Qualified Persons” as defined in the Canadian National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Project (“NI 43-101”). The information
contained herein is subject to all of the assumptions, qualifications and procedures set out in the PMV Technical Report and reference should be made to the full details of the PMV Technical
Report which is filed under the Company's corporate profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on its website.
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European copper producer with operations in Spain
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Atalaya Snapshot

.

Ticker

ATYM
AIM (LSE)

Operations

Riotinto District
15 Mtpa processing plant
Cerro Colorado mine
San Dionisio deposit
San Antonio deposit
Proyecto Masa Valverde
Proyecto Riotinto East

Touro
Past producing mine
Permitting phase

Ossa Morena
Exploration belt

Capitalisation

$576m
Market cap.

€56m
Net cash

$516m
Enterprise 

Value

Asset locations

Reserves & Resources

1.0 Mt
Cu Reserves (contained)

4.2 Mt
CuEq Resources 
(contained)

TOURO

RIOTINTO 
DISTRICT

OSSA MORENA

MADRID

SEVILLE

SPAIN



Long mining history and supportive local communities
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Spain as a Mining Jurisdiction



Access to the critical inputs required for modern and sustainable operations
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Regional Infrastructure 

Road to Huelva port

Fresh water 
reservoirs

Current TSF

Villages

Transmission line

Fresh water 
reservoirNOT REQUIRED:

• Labour camps
• Fly-in fly-out
• Desalination
• Pipelines
• Own smelter
• Own port

Planned 
future TSF

Villages

$/t Copper Production



Stable copper producer following the delivery of multiple expansions
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Operating Performance

Throughput (Mt) Copper Production (kt)



Initial stripping is underway to prepare the area for future mining phases
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San Dionisio Deposit

January 2024

Copper Resource Grade (M&I)

February 2024



Commissioning in progress; expected to unlock significant value
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E-LIX Phase I Plant

February 2024

Recoveries



Capable of producing high purity copper and zinc at mine site 
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E-LIX Phase I Plant

January 2024



Expected to lower Atalaya’s carbon footprint and deliver cost savings
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50 MW Solar Plant

February 2024
Electricity Sources



Past producing mine and currently operating as an aggregate quarry
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Proyecto Touro



Copper Equivalent Production (kt)(1)(2)
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Illustrative Production Potential
Growth driven by higher grades at Riotinto and potential Touro development

1. Recovered metal in concentrate.
2. Copper Equivalent production is calculated from results presented in the PEA and based on $3.50/lb Cu, $1.20/lb Zn and $0.95/lb 

Pb. CuEq = Cu + (Zn x 1.20 / 3.50) + (Pb x 0.95 / 3.50).
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Conclusion

Note: Free Cash Flow represents Operating Cash Flow less Investing Cash Flow before payment of the Astor Deferred Consideration

▪ MAP

▪ ASSETS
51-53 kt copper production
2024 guidance

>100 ktpa CuEq potential 
from existing projects

Low risk growth drivers:
‒ Higher grades
‒ Satellite deposits
‒ Past-producing mines

Assets are located in regions with long mining histories

Spain is a stable, modern jurisdiction

Led by team of proven mine builders, operators, explorers

$516m Enterprise Value

€56m net cash
No streams or royalties

€152m free cash flow
over last 4 years

€64m dividends paid
over last 3 years



Contacts:

Atalaya Mining plc
Alberto Lavandeira, CEO 

+34 959 59 28 50
info@atalayamining.com
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